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Although it is still hotly debated whether or not YouTube should be considered "televi

sion:' one framework that draws together the online video repository and conventional 

television is that both are structured through the logic of the channel. Since its incep

tion, YouTube has organized its offerings through discrete collections tied to a single 

source, whether that source is an individual, a corporation, or a collective. Although 

many YouTube channels blatantly rip and repurpose videos from a variety of sources, 

there is still a sense of "ownership" over the content distributed via individual channels, 

and it is channels that compete with one another for subscribers. Within the realm of 

television, networks benefit from what Catherine Johnson calls tele-branding, as "the 

branding of television networks enables them to compete effectively in an increasingly 

crowded marketplace by creating strong, distinctive and loyal relationships with view

ers" (Johnson 2007, 7). The same is true for the channels on YouTube, which similarly 

must distinguish themselves among their competitors in order to remain marketable 

and relevant. This is particularly the case because the acquisition of loyal viewers or 

"subscribers" to YouTube channels is among one of the most valued metrics, as this data 

is used to determine the rate at which the channel's owner can earn ad revenue. Yet in 

contrast to the professional industry of marketers who shape branding efforts within 

the television industry, many YouTube channels become popular and distinctive simply 

due to the unique appeal of the individuals who are featured within them. 

This has certainly been the case for many Asian American YouTubers who have risen 

to popularity within YouTube's ranks, including Ryan Higa of NigaHiga, Kevin Wu of 

Kevjumba, Michelle Phan, and Phil Wang from Wong Fu Productions. Each of these 

stars has worked to independently develop their own self-brand, broadcast through 

individual channels. With channels devoted to comic skits, makeup lessons, musical 

performances, and dramatic storytelling, they have earned millions of views and sub

scribers. The success of these YouTubers stands in contrast to the stark invisibility of 
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